TOW & LOAD

EXPLAINED
Terminology Explained

Many vehicle and caravan weight terms exist. But most leave us wanting more information. In this edition of our
technical Techstop we take a closer look at the key terms and clearly define them.

Original Weight Of The Vehicle
Tare Weight

Tare Weight (otherwise known as Tare Mass or Unladen
Weight) is the original weight of the vehicle from the
original manufacturer with fluids full (oil, coolant etc)
PLUS 10 litres of Fuel.

Kerb Weight

Kerb Weight (also known as Laden Weight or Kerb Mass)
is the original weight of the vehicle from the original
manufacturer with fluids full (oil, coolant etc) PLUS A
FULL TANK OF FUEL (including secondary tanks if fitted
from original).

Balancing The Weight Across The Vehicle
Gross Axle Load Rating (GALR)

Gross Axle Load Rating (GALR) otherwise known as
Gross Axle Weight Rating (GAWR) is the maximum
distributed weight that may be supported by either the
rear or front axles independently as set by the original
and/or any additional stage manufacturer.

Weight Balance

Weight Balance or Weight Distribution is the
apportioning of weight within a vehicle normally
measured front vs rear via percentage.
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Adding Weight To The Vehicle
Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM)
Payload
Gross Vehicle Mass (GVM) is the maximum operating
weight/mass of a vehicle as specified by the original
or additional stage manufacturer (after testing to all
applicable Australian design rules). Including: full fuel tank,
occupants and cargo, as well as any imposed load from a
trailer - ie the tow ball download.

Payload is simply the difference between Original Kerb
Weight and Gross Vehicle Mass as set by the original
or additional stage manufacturer and refers to the
maximum allowable weight to be carried in the form of
general loads, accessories, people and tow ball weight.
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Understanding Towing

Tow Ball Down Weight

Tow Ball Download or Tow Ball Mass is the maximum
allowable weight or force the trailer exerts onto the towhitch itself, As specified by the vehicle, trailer or towbar
manufacturer whichever is the least.

Towing Capacity

Towing Capacity is determined by the original vehicle
manufacturer based on many factors and is separated
into capacity with a trailer that has brakes or not. This
capacity relates directly to the ATM of the trailer being
towed.

Understanding Mass
Aggregate Trailer Mass (ATM)

Aggregate Trailer Mass (ATM) is the weight of a trailer
(or caravan etc) when it is not coupled to a tow vehicle.

Gross Trailer Mass (GTM)

Gross Trailer Mass (GTM) is the weight of a trailer
(or caravan etc) when it is coupled to a tow vehicle.
Therefore, GTM = ATM – Tow Ball Download Weight.

Gross Combined Mass (GCM)

Gross Combination Mass (GCM) or Gross Combination
Vehicle Mass (GCVM) is the maximum allowable
weight of the trailer plus the tow vehicle and all its
loads, contents and passengers and is determined by
the original vehicle manufacturer. This is calculated
by summing the axle loads for the vehicle and
trailer. Important Note: There is currently no federal
government approved test to upgrade the GCM. When
no GCM is quoted it is then calculated as the GVM +
Towing Capacity.
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Effect Of Additional Weight On A Vehicle
Pedders understands that weight and excessive weight impacts on a vehicles driveability in six ways.

1. Chassis Dynamics: The Pitch, Roll and Yaw (The front to back, side to side

and rotational motion) of the vehicle body over the wheels and in particular the
reaction of these movements to driver input. Increased weight changes the
speed and magnitude of these movements and creates a greater disconnect
between driver input and vehicle response.

2. Suspension Travel: The available upward (compression or bump) and

downward (rebound) range of movement within the vehicle’s suspension
system. Increased weight (typically seen with rear sagging caused by heavy
loads) decreases the available compression travel for normal suspension
operation thus increasing the frequency and severity of contact with the bump
stops. This causes harsh ride characteristics, ineffective suspension control
and increased risk of premature wear and tear on steering and suspension
components.

3. B
 raking Efficiency and Distance: Increased Total Weight creates a

magnification of energy and force onto the vehicles braking system which
in turn generates increased heat and stress. Increasing total Weight and/or
Inconsistent Vehicle Loading has a significant impact on brake performance,
braking longevity and most importantly braking distance.

4. Tyre Contact and Steering Effectiveness: Towing and other

increased rear end loads cause longitudinal weight transfer which reduces
weight over the front axle. The result of this is reduced front tyre contact and
grip with the road reducing the responsiveness of steering and braking to
driver inputs and more specifically allowing the front of the vehicle to wander
or float.

5. Wheel Alignment: This is the correct angle of a vehicles tyres to maximise
tyre contact under normal driving conditions. Increased weight causing
changes in suspension travel and geometry, which affects the angle of the
wheel resulting in the reduction of tyre contact with the road and increased
tyre wear. Incorrect Wheel Alignment and Tyre Contact affects all facets of
vehicle performance, most importantly safety through diminished steering
responsiveness and braking efficiency.

6. Legal Compliance: Every vehicle must operate within the weights

tolerance specified by the original manufacturer. Failure to adhere to this
deems the vehicle unroadworthy. And has other potential consequences
including OH+S and insurance compliance issues.

Learn More
Head to our official website or visit our YouTube page to learn more about the effects of weight on a vehicle.
www.pedders.com.au
https://www.youtube.com/user/PeddersSuspension
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Pedders Towing and Load Assessment
1. The Pedders Brake Steering and Suspension Check is performed as the basis of a Pedders Tow & Load Assessment
to ensure the vehicles safety and readiness to carry additional weight. The axle weights are recorded and the Tow Ball
Down Weight is noted.
2. The Weight Matrix: The recorded figures are entered to Pedders world first Weight Matrix program. This forms the basis
for a total solution to meet the customer’s needs.
3. The Pedders trained staff can then provide a detailed solution to support and improve the customers load carrying and
towing scenarios.
$49

Customer : name
Vehicle : make/model or type
Rego : xxx-xxx
Date : xx/xx/xx
TOW & LOAD
Store : xxxxx
Tel: xxxx xxxx
ASSESSMENT

WEIGHT MATRIX

$49
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SUMMARY

TOW & LOAD
ASSESSMENT

SCENARIO: TOWING BIG CARAVAN

Following are your vehicle weights;

FRONT

REAR

XXXXKG

ORIGINAL KERB WEIGHT

XXXXKG

1. Pedders Brake, Steering and Suspension Check
The priority within the Pedders Tow and Load Assessment is to assess the general condition of your vehicle. A
comprehensive Brake, Steering and Suspension Check has been conducted and reported separately. These components
are critical to the safety and performance of your vehicle – especially under the extra stress of additional weight from loads
and accessories. It is essential that any repairs or replacement listed within this check be undertaken to maximise the
effectiveness of any further weight-related upgrades to brakes, steering and suspension.

XXXXKG

XXXXKG

XXXXKG

XXXXKG

XXXXKG

2. Your Vehicle Weight Matrix

Accessories and Loads

Your vehicle has been weighed and assessed at its current weight as well as different driving scenarios. These can be
matched to original specifications to provide a snapshot of your vehicle weight issues. The 4 critical pieces of information
from the Weight Matrix Report (comparing original weight and capacity to the scenario listed above) are;

The following loads and accessories were noted on the vehicle within this scenario.
?

Bull Bar

Light

Winch

Underbody
Protection

?

?

Not Fitted

2 People

3 People

3 People

Dual Batteries

Front 1st Row
Occupants

Front 2nd Row
Occupants

3rd Row
Occupants

?

?

?

?

?

Heavy

?

SCENARIO: TOWING BIG CARAVAN

XXXXKG

XXXXKG

$28
ESTIMATED
LOAD

Light

Customer : name
Vehicle : make/model or type
Rego : xxx-xxx
Date : xx/xx/xx
Store : xxxxx
Tel: xxxx xxxx

TOTAL

SCENARIO WEIGHT

?

REPORT

Thank you for choosing Pedders for your Tow and Load Assessment. This report is designed to provide you with a collation
of information and recommendations from the two critical stages within this assessment. Please consider this report in
conjunction with the information contained within the;

Vehicle Weight

$28

TOW & LOAD
TOW & LOAD
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OVERALL TOTAL EXPECTED LOAD : +XXXkgs
OVERALL REMAINING CAPACITY: + (if under) XXXkgs
- (if over) XXXkgs

?

?

?

50kg

Heavy

Fitted
Hard Top

6”
Service Body

Heavy

300kg

Cargo Load

Roof Load

Canopy/
Hard Top

Tray/
Service Body

Tow Bar

Tow Ball Load

OVERALL EXPECTED WEIGHT BALANCE SHIFT : +XX% REARWARD (FRONTWARD)
ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL STOPPING DISTANCE : +XXmetres

Payload Range

VEHICLE PAYLOAD RANGE

Scenario Weight

ORIGINAL SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY

XXXXKG

REAR

XXXXKG

XXXXKG

TOTAL

XXXXKG

XXXXKG
Original

Weight Balance
Original Weight
Scenario Weight

REMAINING
CAPACITY

FRONT XXXXKG

40%
45%

55%
60%

Very Heavy

FRONT

REAR

Estimated Additional Braking Distance
WITH PEDDERS GVM UPGRADE
CAPACITY

REMAINING
CAPACITY

FRONT XXXXKG

XXXXKG

REAR

XXXXKG

XXXXKG

TOTAL

XXXXKG

XXXXKG
Original

Very Heavy

Scenario Weight

60
80
100

5

10 15 20 25 30
DISTANCE (METERS)

Online and Referral Programs
The Pedders Weight Matrix is accessible online for customers to conveniently preregister their vehicle details prior to
booking in for a Pedders Towing and Load Assessment. You can find it on the home page of the Pedders website.
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